
Ayrshire Forest Cluster
Pinclanty Forest Woodland 

Learning Trail

Art Trail

Equipment needed

Set of colouring pencils (earth tones are useful)
Sketching pencils
Pencil sharpener





POST 1. 
DRYSTANE
DYKE
Look closely at a section of the drystane dyke and 
carefully sketch it. Pay careful attention to any shadows 
that are created in the wall and between the stones.

CLASSROOM ACTIVITY

Find out about different styles of drystane dyke and make 
sketches of them

Now make a colour chart for the drystane dyke by sketching
any colours you see in the boxes. Use shading if necessary.



POST 2. 
WISHING
TREE

Make a sketch of the wishing tree and some of the objects
You can find on it

CLASSROOM ACTIVITY

Make a collage of photographs and sketches of any 
wishing trees you can find out about.



POST 3. 
STICK 
ART

Using any sticks, pebbles, feathers or leaves you can find, 
make a picture in the big frame, then sketch it on your sheet.

CLASSROOM ACTIVITY

Make a group collage of something in the forest, with 
things you find in the forest such as sticks, pebbles, leaves 
or feathers.



POST 4.
FOREST
CLEARING
Look at the needles, leaves or cones on the trees carefully, 
try and sketch them

CLASSROOM ACTIVITY

Find, identify and sketch leaves from some of our native 
trees



POST 4.
FOREST
CLEARING
Look at some the dens and shelters in the clearing, sketch
The sort of shelter you would like

CLASSROOM ACTIVITY

Research and sketch different types of huts and shelters



POST 5.
MAGICAL
SILVER
FIRS
Imagine the Silver Fir trees come alive at night. What 
would they look like? Make a sketch of some of the trees 
and add things like eyes and ears to them



POST 8. 
BENCH 
VIEW
Look around you from the benches
☺Colour in the blank squares with as many colours as

you can see in the………….

Sky

Trees

Vegetation – grasses, flowers, soil etc.

Use grey pencil over the colours to create different shades
If needed.



POST 10. 
FOREST
VILLAGE
Make a sketch of the forest village or some of the 
creatures you think might live there

CLASSROOM ACTIVITY

Do bigger paintings of the forest village and the things that
live in it.


